We report about the experiences in the operation of the Hybrid Photon Detectors in the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors of the LHCb experiment during the first run period, 2010-2012. Of particular interest is the ageing due to the deterioration of the vacuum quality of the tubes, leading to an increase of ion feedback.
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Ion Feedback
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A particular challenge to the HPDs is the rate of vacuum 116 degradation a fraction of the tubes is suffering from. This is 117 further compounded by the correlation of the degradation speed 118 with the increasing luminosity. Before the operation in RICH,
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we found the bulk of the HPDs to evolve with a slope, δ IFB , 120 of less than 0.5 % per annum and only very few HPD evolving 121 more quickly. But operating the tubes regularly in the RICH 122 system from 2009 started to increase the slope for most HPDs.
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This is exemplified in Fig. 5 with the IFB evolution for one In general IFB is neither a problem to the operation of the 136 HPDs nor introduces it additional background to the particle 137 identification. As they are late the IFB clusters only add random 138 hits to later events. And to random hits the particle identifica-139 tion algorithms are insensitive. Only if the threshold is passed 140 where the secondary electrons become likely to initiate further
